
This is the first of three articles on credit

derivatives, how they are valued by the mar-

ket, and implications for bank portfolio man-

agement.

While “credit derivatives” is still a new term
for many of us, derivative contracts on cred-
it have been around a long time. Bond insur-

ance, which has existed for more than 20 years, is
essentially an option that pays in the event of default on
a particular bond. In addition, many traditional banking
products could be thought of as credit derivatives, even
though they are not generally labeled as such. For
example, a letter of credit is an option on the creditwor-
thiness of a borrower, and a revolving credit facility
includes an option on the borrower’s credit spread. 

Notwithstanding the fact that traditional credit
products have derivative elements, the term “credit
derivative” generally relates to the over-the-counter
markets for total return swaps, credit default swaps, and
credit-linked notes, a market that dates from approxi-
mately 1991.

Credit derivatives transfer credit risk from one
counterparty to another. This simple statement requires
us to consider the source of the risk and the method of
transfer. Both of these are summarized in Figure 1.

As seen in the bottom half of Figure 1, the source
of the transferred credit risk can be a single asset-spe-
cific corporate bonds, loans, sovereign debt, or the
credit risk arising from another derivative (for example,

an interest rate swap)—or a pool of assets. If the pool is
small and the assets are specifically listed in the con-
tract, then the pool is referred to as a basket. Larger
portfolios can be identified through characteristics of
the underlying pool of loans or receivables. 

Once the underlying source of credit exposure is
identified, there must be a mechanism for transferring
the credit exposure. The top half of Figure 1 shows the
transfer methods through a taxonomy of the credit
derivative products, distinguished by the cash flow
“driver.” 

Total Return Swap
Among the “asset return products,” the most wide-

ly used is the total return swap (TRS). At origination,
the parties agree on a reference asset, typically a bond
or a loan that trades in the secondary market, and a ref-
erence rate. During the life of the swap the purchaser
(total return receiver) receives all the cash flows on the
reference asset from the seller. In exchange the pur-
chaser pays the reference rate (typically Libor) plus or
minus an agreed spread to the seller. At maturity of the
swap, the counterparties revalue the reference asset. If
it has appreciated, the seller of the TRS pays the appre-
ciation to the purchaser; if it has depreciated, the pur-
chaser pays the depreciation to the seller. Since the pur-
chaser of the TRS receives all of the cash flows and
benefits (losses) if the value of the reference asset rises
(falls), the purchaser is synthetically “long” the under-
lying reference asset during the life of the swap. 

A key element of the total return swap is that both
market risk and credit risk are transferred. It does not
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matter whether the asset depreciates in value because
the borrower’s credit quality declines, credit spreads
widen, or underlying interest rates increase. If there is a
default on the underlying asset during the life of the
TRS, the parties will terminate the swap and make a
final payment. Either the TRS will be cash settled, in
which case the asset is marked to market, or physically
settled, in which case the seller delivers the defaulted
asset to the purchaser against receipt of the reference
asset’s price at origination of the swap. 

Credit Default Swap
The credit default swap is

the building block for all credit-
event products. The buyer of a
credit default swap pays a premi-
um (either lump sum or periodic)
to the seller, who then assumes
the credit risk of the reference
asset. If there is a credit event
during the swap’s term, the seller
makes a payment to the buyer. In
contrast to total return swaps,
credit default swaps provide pure
credit risk transfer. 

Two critical elements defin-
ing a credit default swap are the
credit event, which will trigger a
payment by the seller, and the

payment terms, which will deter-
mine the settlement amounts. The
definition of the credit event
requires careful attention—it will
typically be defined as a payment
default; however, it can also be
defined as a downgrade, bank-
ruptcy filing, or restructuring. 

If the credit event occurs, the
swap will either be cash or physi-
cally settled. If cash-settled, the
counterparties will obtain a market
price for the defaulted reference
asset and the swap seller will pay
the difference between the current
price and the “strike” price speci-
fied in the contract—typically par.
If physically settled, the swap

buyer will deliver the reference asset (or other accept-
able collateral) to the seller in exchange for a cash pay-
ment of the strike price. (During the financial crisis in
Asia in 1997, numerous credit default swaps were trig-
gered. In some cases, protection buyers who did not
own the reference asset had trouble obtaining the refer-
ence asset in the market to physically settle the swap.) 
Credit-Linked Note

A credit-linked note is a combination of straight
debt and a credit default swap. (The purchaser of the
note effectively sells a credit default swap in return for a
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higher interest rate.) The recent payment default by
Ecuador highlights how credit-linked note structures
work: Credit-linked notes had been issued in which the
principal repayment was tied to Ecuadorian credit per-
formance. If Ecuador did not default, the issuer would
repay the principal at maturity as in an ordinary debt
issue. But, if Ecuador missed a payment (as was the case
on its Brady bond debt last August), issuers exercised the
embedded credit default swap; the issuer had the right to
call the debt from investors and return principal accord-
ing to the post default market value of specified Ecuador
bonds. Since those bonds were trading at very steep dis-
counts after Ecuador missed the debt payment, the
investors suffered substantial loss of principal. 

Size and Composition of the Market
The credit derivatives market has grown rapidly

since its inception in the early 1990s. In Figure 2 the
diamonds show survey estimates of global credit deriv-
atives outstanding, while the line is data obtained from
the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC)
based on the Call Reports filed by U.S.-insured banks
and foreign branches and agencies in the U.S. The Call
report data, while objective, is a limited segment of the
U.S. market since it does not include investment banks,
insurance companies, or investors. The decline in U.S.
outstandings followed the events surrounding the
Russian debt crisis of 1998. The return to growth in the
first and second quarters of 1999 is consistent with the
views expressed by many market participants that, on
the whole, the market grew stronger as a result of the
1997 and 1998 turmoil. 

According to the most recent BBA Credit
Derivatives Report, half of the credit derivatives trans-
acted in 1997 were referenced to bonds, with 30% ref-
erenced to loans and the remainder to “other.” But, the

BBA predicted that in 2000, the split among the three
types of underlyings will be approximately equal.

The most recent BBA Credit Derivatives Report
also indicated that three quarters were referenced to
investment grade issuers. The 1998 Prebon Yamane and
Derivatives Week survey of credit derivatives dealers
provided more insight about the underlying issuer:
Asian issuers were almost exclusively sovereigns
(93%). In contrast, the majority of U.S. issuers were
corporates (60%), with the remainder split between
banks (30%) and sovereigns (10%). European issuers
were more evenly split—sovereigns 45%, banks 29%,
and corporates 26%.

Credit derivatives are a fast-growing segment of
the derivatives markets with promising applications for
bankers. The two key structures are the credit swap,
which transfers pure credit risk, and the total return
swap, which transfers the market and credit risk of an
underlying asset. The next colum in this series will
address how these products are valued in the market  ❐
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